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Transforming the Healthcare Space into Sophisticated
Healing Environment | Shailja Harish Design Studio
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Shailja Harish Design Studio has designed Ahmadabad’s leading Vascular Surgery Hospital "Indovasc"

with the concept of Imbuing health promoting qualities into health care facilities. So, with SURFACES

REPORTER (SR), take a virtual tour of the hospital and know what products and materials have been used in

the interiors to create a patient-friendly environment.

Given the expanding health care industry, quality of patient care is directly
in�uenced by the quality of Interiors in Health care setting. And, the studio
involved the two essential aspects-understanding the need for quality care in
medical environment and business of health care- in mind while designing
the hospital.

Spread over an area of 8133 sqft, Indovasc hospital has 6 �oors. The �rm’s big idea was to create more

comfortable and home-like space which creates a sense of hope and con�dence among all- the patients,

Visitors, sta� and doctor as well.

To create sophisticated space, they used soft colours on walls and vibrant colours in furniture and wall

paintings

The designers used arti�cial plants and gave more windows to get natural sunlight
to give more natural look to rooms.

Waiting room and consultation area is covered by natural Italian Marble to give lavish look. There are around

3 consulting rooms.

Italian Marble on Door & Wall partition of main cabin

The main highlight of the project is the wonderful consulting room door, which is distinct than other doors

yet doesn’t break harmony of space.

The �rm used same marble- natural Italian Marble on it which they used in
Flooring.

Vertical garden and printed stretch light in ceiling create lively and relaxing environment. Soft Interior

transforms patient's experience and powerful words on wall encourage them to heal. Adorable Space that

help patients in healing process. 

The Studio focussed on nearer to nature looks in every nook and corner of the
Hospital it lighting, �ooring, colour or temperature with an aim of enhance
patient's recovery experience.

Moreover, they tried to create a physical space setting that has the potential to be therapeutic. So, while

designing Indovasc, they have incorporated all those things that radiate positive energy and reduce stress.

Ocean Blue Marble Floor and Elegance Lighting arrangements give magni�cent look to the waiting area,

luxurious and comfortable sofas are arranged in a way that allows patients to sit with their family and

relatives.

An outstanding experience is created by levering the physical qualities of an environment to project a

distinctive identity that embodies and re�ects the aspirational qualities of Indovasc as a brand.

Shailja & Harish patel

About the Firm:

Shailja Harish Design Studio is an Award Winning Designing �rm, who is Extraordinarily e�ective at

listening their client’s requirements and readily accessible throughout the work. Founded in 2001 with the

context of “Elevating Peoples Life Style” Openness and Empathy is always at the heart of what we design at

Shailja Harish Design Studio.
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